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Dedication

This book is dedicated to all people who are interested in on-water safety products and branding 
strategy. We realized that 85% of drowning fatality victims are not wearing a PFD due to the fact 
that wearing them is uncomfortable and discouraging. This book provides a new perspective of 
PFDs, that can be encouraging and protective, opening a new direction for the market to pursue.



Forward

This is a reflection of my interest in approaching hobbies and challenging tasks. As I start to dive into 
the research, I immediately noticed the key problem of on-water events. I discovered the opportunity 
to create a strategy for Vera to extend the business. At the end of the book, I designed Salus and Iris 
as the solution to encourage people to wear PFDs, protecting their motivation.



Preface

Emergency responders rarely occur before the accident happen. The goal of this project is to 
expand Vera’s current market, improving user’s experience when wearing a personal floating 
device. User’s should feel safe and protected with the products, assisting them to achieve their 
passion, keep them motivated.
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Introduction

Mission Statement:
Assisting Vera to expand the business through a viable strategy, maintain the 
attributes of Vera through different market, bring to the end users a higher level of 
protective experience.

Origins:
Vera is co-founded by Ajay Arora and Prakash Linga in 2014. Vera’s founding 
and executive team brings deep experience in mobile, cloud and enterprise 
security. From 2015-2017, Vera earned many trust and partnered with multiple 
companies in Cyber-Security field.

Revenue:
After the first year of 5 million in revenue, Vera had its peak revenue in 2017 and 
2018 at 27 million USD. However, in 2019, Vera’s revenue has dropped to 16 
million and currently ranked 27th worldwide.



Brand history

Founded in 2014

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Partnership with Dropbox, Okta and
Centrify in 2015

Strategic integration with Box,

- Top 10 coolest security startups of 
2015 Award

- Hiring Robin Daniels as CMO in Feb 2016
- In 2016 Vera announced a $17 million
Series B round led by Sutter Hill Ventures

In March 2016, Vera announced its SDK,
which allows developers to add encryption,
tracking, policy enforcement, and access
control to custom and legacy business
applications.

-  In May 2016, Capital One Growth
Ventures joined the company's Series B

Veritas Software

-  From 2018 to 2019, Vera has lost
11Million USD in annual revenue
compare to year 2017

- Mark Leslie, joined Vera's board of directors
-  Roger Lee (Battery Ventures) and Stefan
Dyckerhoff (Sutter Hill Ventures) also serve on
the company's board

- Privately funded 31 million in venture



Current clients





$ 16 million revenue 2019 (42 employees)
$ 27 million revenue 2018 (73 employees)
$ 27 million revenue 2017 (75 employees)
$ 23 million revenue 2016 (63 employees)
$ 15 million revenue 2015 (42 employees)
$ 5 million revenue 2014 (14 employees)

Annual Sales: 27th



2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

While the global cybersecurity market is rising, Vera has 
experienced a dramatic lose in revenue from 2018 to 2019



Research & Discovery



Explore the on-water protection market

On-water events has been getting more common throughout the 
years, due to many factors including sea level rising, global warming, 
sense of escape from work...etc. However, we are seeing people 
refusing to wear safety devices such as helmet, life jacket because of 
its discouraging appearance and uncomfortable experience.



The work & life balance
As the Gen Z growing up, the sense of having a work and life 
balance has been stronger than ever. Although the growth of the 
digital connection and devices are unstoppable, we are seeing more 
people are having a stronger will to get close to the nature.



Self-confidence can be an issue
The new generation has been taught to be confident, fearless, 
challenging and competitive. We have seen younger teenagers have 
a much stronger awareness of self image. This confidence could be 
dangerous when people are willing to compromise their safety.



Sense of owning
After the historical Covid-19 pandemic, people has gained the 
awareness of ownership, put more attention on hygienic practice, 
therefore, less people are willing to trust used, public equipments such 
as, public transportation, shopping carts, public scooters, Uber, Lyft...etc



a 

New trend of facial cover product
Covid-19 pandemic doesn’t necessarily only bring negativity to 
the community, it opens up a new market for functional, designed, 
fashionable facial cover products. People are feeling more natural 
wearing a facial cover.



Drowning facts
- Drowning is the 5th leading cause of accidental deaths in the U.S.
- 85% of the victims are not wearing a life jacket
- 96% of water accident relate to inexperience and speeding
- 50% of drowning injury victims require special follow-up care



Design history
Life jacket appearance design have been surprisingly similar since the 
first version of invention (1800s) made of wood and cork. 

- In 1920s, the material was improved using vegetable fiber but having 
reliability issue. 
- In 1940s, American and British airman were issued inflatable life vests 
called “Mae Wests“.  
- In 1970s, since the designs of a PFD are bulky, unwearable design, 
companies start to make “unapproved“ jackets until the Coast Guard 
finally opens up the market for new design (Type III is born).

Start from the 70s, the CMF design as well as the appearance of 
a life jacket has always been the same. For today’s trend, it is too 
bulky, uncomfortable to wear and people need to sacrafice too much 
flexibility and comfort to wear them.



Sustainability
After the growth of awareness in global warming, waste control, 
sustainable development, people preferred to purchase long lasting, 
and durable products.



Over the budget
From reports, we are seeing more people are willing to spend over their 
budget for better appearance, better quality safety related products 
such as, helmet, armor gear, climbing gear, eye protection, mask, 
medical device...etc.



SWOT Analysis
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Marketing Strategy
- Trademarks (Vera Security has 8 registered) indicate a more 
sophisticated go-to-market strategy.
VC/Equity Funding
- The company has raised $89MM in funding, indicating investors believe 
the company has strong growth potential

Company Size
- Smaller than the average firm in the industry,so it must find a niche 
where it can be competitive against larger players.
Declines in Revenue
- The company has experienced declines compared to 2016.
Limited competitive advantage
- The company does not have any patents, indicating there may be low 
barriers to entry and risk of new entrants or advances by competitors.

https://issuu.com/adamjamesdesign/docs/report_collation

Large market opportunity
The company is operating in a $226B industry.
Growing Market
Extending the company to different industries, gaining more awareness 
and brand coverage.

New Entrants
- There has been an increase in companies in this industry, suggesting 
barriers to entry aren’t sufficiently high to keep competition low. New 
entrants may compete on price, service, or bring innovative concepts that 
can disrupt other companies in the industry.

O
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- Capable of building a sustainable competitive advantage 
in the marketplace according to these strengths:

- Robust Domestic Market
- Diverse Product Portfolio
- Strong Balance Sheet and Financial Statement
- Strong Brand Equity and Brand Awareness
- Superior product and services quality
- Strong relationship with existing suppliers
- Managing Regulations and Business Environment

Limitation of the firm to build a sustainable competitive 
advantage.

- Inventory Management
- Low Return on Investment
- Lack of critical talent
- Lack of Work force diversity
-  Implementation of Technology in Processes
- Project Management is too focused on internal delivery rather 
than considering all the interests of external stakeholders.

Giro’s can leverage either to consolidate existing market 
position or use them for further expansion.

- Developments in Artificial Intelligence
- Changing Technology Landscape
- Growing Market Size and Evolving Preferences of Consumers
- Opportunities in Adjacent Markets
- Increase in Consumer Disposable Income
- Reducing Cost of Market Entry and Marketing into International Markets

Macro environment factors and developments that can derail 
business model of Giro.

- Increasing costs component for working in developed market because of 
environmental regulations
- Government Regulations and Bureaucracy
- US China Trade Relations
- Squeezing Middle Class in Developed and Developing World
- International Geo-Political Factors
- Culture of sticky prices in the industry

https://embapro.com/frontpage/swotcase/5602-giro-giro-s
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- World class design in all product lines
- Clear brand identity in innovation and visual excellence
- Trusted safety features and related research
- Safety rating is beyond the requirement of international safety standard
- Aiming for world class athlets while making the technology available for 
everyday consumer

- Higher price range than its market competition
- Not always has available inventory compare to 
the competitors.

https://issuu.com/adamjamesdesign/docs/report_collation

- Recently been obtained by the outdoor product giant Black Diamond, 
POC now can use their retail outlets, distribution networks and links to be 
distributed, advertised and sold to a much larger market.
- Huge scope to expand its market within the adrenalin extreme sport 
market to new sports and outdoor pursuits, with little extra work.
- In long term, POC has it within their brand identity to move on to other 
protective gear markets.

- Setting too high of a self standard in terms of medical safety and design 
that comes at a cost.
- Lower cost products can be a big threat to take away the market for 
better affordability.
- Could be overlooked since their global recognition isn’t high.



https://prezi.com/3fs4kxlqm-7y/marketing-analysis/
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- Unique product line that less competitors are in the market
- Innovative way of protecting
- Advanced technology integrating into the product line
- Novelty of the sensor

- Unexplored product/concept
- Brand image and identity is not clear
- Lack of recognition in both local market and 
international market
- Lack of trust and testing in safety

- Being the first into an unexplored market (no competition)
- Niche segment
- Very affluent customer base
- New marketing strategy and target market

- Due to its function and usability, inevitable high cost in investment and 
production.
- High financial risk in research&development, designing and prototyping 
process.
- Limited supply and accessibility in the market
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- Complete product line in kayak market
- Collaborative projects with other brands - Lack of international market

- Lack of innovative design
- Lack of inspiring elements in the product line

- Developing innovative solutions for safety products
- Exploring alternate market
- Creating brand image/identity
- Recreating purpose of product for specific users

- The cost of investment and manufacturing is very high
- Company with better appearance product can be very competitive
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- Automated deployment life jacket
- Stylized graphic
- Light weight approach in design
- Cost effective

- Lack of protection compare to the competitors
- Lack of innovative design
- Lack of recognition in the market
- Lack of connection in the industry

https://issuu.com/adamjamesdesign/docs/report_collation

- Develop true innovative products
- Taking advantage of stylizing the products
- Extend to different market for gaining brand recognition
- Design products for higher end

- The company is lack of brand identity and promises, ending up lack of 
trust and recognition when comparing to the competitors.
- Companies with better protection product can easily out perform them.



Entering Water Sport 
Personal Floating Device 

(PFD) Market

85% of the drawning fatality victims not wearing a life jacket, which becomes the 5th leading causes of accidental deaths 
in the U.S. Life jackets are bulky, uncomfortable, it catches on things and will prevent you escaping from a sinking boat or 
plane if water gets high enough, they will also prevent you from swimming effectively. VERA’s new approach on the PFD is 

to focus on encouraging people to wear life jacket while not compromising the funtion, comfort and agility.





In 2020:

World Population: 7.9 B
Population of target market that are 
popular in outdoor activities

Target Market



Water Sport

Number of participants 
in the U.S. (2020)

Global water sport gear 
market value (2020)

Global water sport gear 
market value 

prediction(2027)

CAGR prediction from
2020-2027



Drowning fatality victims not 
wearing a life jacket

Drowning is the 5th Leading causes 
of accidental deaths in the U.S.

Percentage of water accident relate 
to inexperience and speeding

Percentage of drowning injury 
victims require special follow-up care

Key business driver



Framing Question



How might Vera develop diverse range of product when the 
company doesn’t have the experience in the industry?



How might Vera develop diverse range of product when the 
company doesn’t have the experience in the industry?



How might Vera encourage water sport lovers to 
wear necessary PFD?



Ten Year Roadmap



Ten year roadmap





Archetype Research





Psychographic Profile

Lifestyle: Wealth, busy to manage the companies and pushing the 
boundry of innovation.

Personality: Energetic, passionate, positive, talktive, never give up, 
self-belief.

Values: Knowledge, challenge, innovation, relationship, family, 
ambition, curiosity.

Opinions: Thinking of changing the world is necessary for long term 
human being living, one person’s power is limited, but with a great 
leader can change the world, we should explore the unknowns.

Attitudes: Always think in a scientific way, rational, positive, curious, 
questioning, seeking for the truth.

Interests: Reading, design, lifestyle, building, management, 
teaching, speech, workout, family time.

Preferences: Health, work and life balance, competition, team 
project, life changing invention, collaborative work.





Psychographic Profile

Lifestyle: Challenging, training, mission driven, life threatening

Personality: Direct, straight to the point, fast acting, serious, cool, 
controlled, managed, thoughtful, planned

Values: Family reunion is the most valuable thing, necessary 
sacrafice, reliable allies, clear mind, training, love

Opinions: Nothing is more crucial than being safe, controlled and 
manageable in a war, we should always ready for what is coming, 
be careful and act fast

Attitudes: Safe player, plan before act, focused

Interests: Sketching his own life, record surrounding, drinking 
american beer with the allies

Preferences: Safe, expectable reality, team work, secure, control





Psychographic Profile

Lifestyle: Accepting challenging tasks, self-inspiring, “I will do it 
myself“, nature lover, enjoying the life of nature

Personality: Enthusiastic, passionate, positive, thoughtful, optimistic

Values: Self challenging is the way to move on and improve your 
vision everyday, be safe and be brave

Opinions: Risk taking is necessary for the next stage of life, being 
able to challenge and execute is the way to proof your success

Attitudes: Optimistic, positive, talktive, self-centered, enthusiastic, 
focused

Interests: Reading, following enthusiastic people, improving self skill, 
writing, building, personalizing

Preferences: Safety, prevent accident, planning, train before doing 
the real deal, practice practice practice





Psychographic Profile

Lifestyle: Living in the font of technology, gym enthusiast, youtuber, 
social media lover

Personality: Scheduled, curious, realistic

Values: Applicable innovation through technology, next generation 
product, life changing concepts

Opinions: We live in a world that technology can basically improve 
our living convenience, efficiency, safety, life saving...etc

Attitudes: Always think in a scientific way, rational, positive, curious, 
questioning

Interests: Exploring new technology, making informative videos for 
social media platforms

Preferences: work and life balance, life changing invention, 
personalizing space



Innovator         Early Adopter          Early Marjority          Late Majority          Laggards

Ocean Survivor
Age: Early 30’s to Mid 50’s
Gender: Male&Female
Occupation: Adventurer, Outdoor lover
Hometown: Utah, Colorado, Alaska
Painpoints: Safety concern, Losing connection 
to family, First aid, Limited resource, Food and 
water capacity, Unexpected weather change, 
Geographical challenge
Motives: Freedom, Self-challenge, Get far from the 
cities, Experience the wild, Self-relief, Destress from 
work & life, Escape from social activities
Fears: Emergency situation, Wildlife, Disaster, 
Illness, Serious injury, Infection, Life threatening 
activities, Losing surviving tools

Planned/Explorer/Ambitious/Challenging/
Adventurous/Relief/Escape/Passion

Desirability x must-haves: First Aid kit, Emergency contact device, Survival tool, Pocket knife, Flashlight, Fire 
source, A great pair of boot, durable tent, Seasoning, Rubbing Alcohol, Filter mug, Steel pan, Folding axe



Psychographic Profile

Lifestyle: Chasing the waves, living in the coast area, “ocean is my 
friend”, self challenging, self inspiring

Personality: Energetic, challenging, pursuing, not giving up, love 
speeding,

Values: Challenge, relationship, family, ambition, curiosity

Opinions: Ocean is probably one of the most deadly place 
to human, but I love it, I need to be there to clear my mind, to 
challenge, to feel alive

Attitudes: Sensitive, positive, learning, focused, practical

Interests: Skateboarding, Surfing, Sailing, Fishing, music

Preferences: Health, Safety, work and life balance, competition





Psychographic Profile

Lifestyle: Live on the ocean, Town & country, personal reflection, 
spiritual, fitness, fashion

Personality: Adaptable, emotional, empathy, honesty, selfless

Values: Beauty, challenge, balance, curiosity, fairness, growth, 
optimism, respect, stability

Opinions: Ocean keeps me calm, it is a place with a beautiful sky, 
beautiful nature.

Attitudes: Faithful, responsible, reliable, practical, kind, grateful

Interests: Reading, fishing, sailing, escaping, surfing, scuba diving

Preferences: Health, work and life balance, safety





Psychographic Profile

Lifestyle: Social, hobbies&activities, environment, escapism

Personality: Empathy, energetic, passionate, creativity, courage

Values: Challenge, innovation, relationship, family, ambition, 
curiosity, self-respect, trustworthiness

Opinions: Safety is the first responsibility everyone should take for 
themselves.

Attitudes: Change, considerate, goodwill, thankful, caring, 
ambitious, motivated, thoughtful

Interests: Kayaking, white water rafting, reading stories, fitness, 
good food

Preferences: Health, sense of escaping, next generation safety 
equipments, life saving devices



Innovator         Early Adopter          Early Marjority          Late Majority          Laggards

Freedom Surfer

Age: Early 40’s to Mid 50’s
Gender: Male & Female
Occupation: Social media manager, Specialist, Dentist
Hometown: Colorado, Alaska, Canada, Boston
Painpoints: Body not as enduring, easy to get tired but 
calling the rescue support is too much for the situation, so 
normally Randy would just force himself to finish the ride.
Motives: Positivity, winter sport, having good time with 
friends, enjoy the ride, keep calm and wait for snow

Safety/Speed/Share/Experience/
Connection/Support

Desirability x must-haves: Quality safety gears. Safety is always the first priority. Reliable recording device 
such as DJI drones, Gopro hero series...etc



Psychographic Profile

Lifestyle: Hobbies&Activities, solo player, active, healthy, challenging

Personality: Realistic, practical, self-inspiring, empathy, honesty, 
courage, creative, compliance

Values: Openess, humor, influence, fun, faith, fairness, love, optimism

Opinions: Perfer having a pet instead of kid, willing to be single and 
enjoy his solo life.

Attitudes: Positive, reliable, self-reliant, friendly, focused

Interests: Snowboarding, Skateboarding, Racing, go kart competition

Preferences: Safety, Health, work and life balance, competition, solo



Innovator         Early Adopter          Early Marjority          Late Majority          Laggards

Age: Mid 20’s to Mid 40’s
Gender: Male&Female
Occupation: Backpacker, Traveller, College Student
Income: $50,000-$65,000/yr
Hometown: Los Angeles, Salt Lake, Boston, San Antonio
Painpoints: Cost effectiveness, Quality of the products, 
Reliability issue, Out of date, Difficult to keep up with new 
models and functions, Difficult to find good deals
Motives: Using minimum money for maximum joy, Money 
saving, Able to make a personal plan, Controlled schedule
Fears: Unexpected incident, Repair/Repalcement cost, 
Warranty expired, Lost of accessories/gears, Damage lost, 
Uncompatible accessories

Reliable/Adaptable/Joy/Minimum/
Cost saving/Flexible

Desirability x must-haves: Travel plan, Cheap and reliable recording device, Durable backpack, Large capacity 
power bank, Good quality jacket, Good quality walking shoes, Entry level DSLR camera, A smartphone, Energy drinks

Wildlife Warrior



Psychographic Profile

Lifestyle: Nature, escapism, personal reflection, peak experience

Personality: Energetic, passionate, positive, talktive, group leader

Values: Friendship, relationship, life, escaping, balance

Opinions: I can not live without esacping, escaping from work, from 
busy world, to a place that I think I can find peace and giving my time to 
reposition myself.

Attitudes: Involved, enthusiastic, forgiving, flexible, self-esteem, self-reliant, 
sensitive, serious, cheerful

Interests: Camping&Hiking with friends, sharing passion, chatting, 
traveling, listen to the 1990’s pop music

Preferences: Work and life balance, team play, collaborative work, prefer 
nature over city, living far away from major cities, small town living.



Innovator         Early Adopter          Early Marjority          Late Majority          Laggards

Emergency saver
Age: 18 to 30
Gender: Male
Occupation: Firefighter, Medical technician, Lifeguard, SAR, 
Disaster planning manager, Police officer
Hometown: Los Angeles, 
Painpoints: Overview of environment, Hard to have an 
emergency scene analysis, Difficult to reach the blind spots, 
Almost impossible to get into the dangerous scene such as 
fire scene
Motives: Saving lives, contribute to the country, Meaningful 
mission, Helping the community, Positive outcome
Fears: Limited of time for rescue, Life threatening situation 
even for the rescue team, Mission failure, Causing injury or 
death.

Fast/Accurate/Direct/Flexibility/
Dedication/Integrity/Adaptability

Desirability x must-haves: Kind hearted, Emergency contact channel, Reliable fire suit, 
On-the-go fire truck, Trustworthy team



Psychographic Profile

Lifestyle: Challenging, saving, peak performance, spiritual, work, 
social status

Personality: Speedy, effective, emotional, honesty, positive, 
courage, adaptable, optimism, passiveness, risk taking, selfless

Values: Life saving, duty, mission, belief, trust, spirit, stability, control, 
love, learning, leadership, security, respect, service

Opinions: I wish there is no “running for life” such thing, accident is 
a monster that nobody can predict, no matter how hard I work. I wish 
the job I am doing can help a many people as possible.

Attitudes: Empathy, emotional, honesty, loyalty, objectivity, openess, 
optimism, paranoia, positivism, persistance

Interests: Enjoying family time, esacping from work

Preferences: Health, life, safety, prevention, active



Positioning Matrices



Seamlessly Experiential

We create seamless protection that 
allows our customer to fully enjoy their 
time with minumum of worry

Intelligently Automated

Vera autonomous emergency support 
is intelligent and always ready to 
counter the threat for the customer

Rapidly Responsive

Short reaction time and high effective 
support are always on-the-go

Highly Scalable

We expand the support to 
different level of users that 
inquires different needs

Innovatively Protective

Tusted, connected and reliable protection. 

customer and have a peace of mind to 
maintain high level motivation

Reliably Connected

Gaining trust and belief from the 
enthusiastic customers, providing 
consistant and reliable connection

Brand 
Attributes



Appearance



Emotional State



Scaling



Positioning Statement

For people who are enthusiastic about outdoor activities where nowadays 
safety system doesn’t well covered or monitored. Vera provides a product 
line that assists individuals safety measures. With Vera’s seamless experience 
attribute, outdoor enthusiasts will be well-protected when attemping favorite 
sporty events



Value Proposition

Vera integrates seamless protection into the products, providing effective, and 
reliable safety services. We want our customers to maintain high motivation 
even when danger occurs in the wild or things didn’t show as planned. Our 
customers will have a peace of mind wherever they are, whenever they are.



Target Users





Psychographic profile

Lifestyle:
Enthusiasm-driven, love to share about his adventure, exploring new hobbies. Bryan always want to
bring positive energy to the community.

Pain point:
Body not as enduring, Bryan noticed that he is easy to get tired, and sometimes he found it difficult
to maneuver in the rapid, but he doesn’t want to stop kayaking, also don’t want to risk his life.

Bryan Foster



Psychographic profile

Lifestyle:
Love outdoor events, stay close to the nature, explore the river. The sense of escaping gives Diana
a spiritual relief, reposition herself in the busy life.

Pain point:
Diana doesn’t know how to swim, but recently she found herself could’t resist the feeling of flowing
on the water. She enjoyed kayaking more than anything she has done in the past. Diana is afraid of 
flipping the kayak and drowning, but traditional life jacket limits her movement, which leads to
negative experience.

Diana Smith



Psychographic profile

Lifestyle:
Randy doesn’t like the modern digital world, he loves the feeling when being isolated from
technology. Having a good work and life balance, able to share his passion with his friends and
familiy is his goal of living.

Pain point:
Even though Randy tried his best to isolate from technology, but he has to consider the risk when
windsurfing miles away from the land. He doesn’t wear a life jacket because the event requires a lot
of movement and flexibility to control the board precisely. Randy is afraid of getting lost or not able
to seek for help when thing goes south.

Randy Walker





Design Direction & Ideation Development













Road map timeline:
Long-term

Outdoor Adventurer

- Needs: Leisure ride, challenging elements, 
friends, communication, emergency 
responder, A safe ride

- Painpoints: Kayaking is fun, but when Diana 
is trapped in the rapid, the water constantly 
splashing her face and causing her breathe 
in the water, it is extremely dangerous and 
very difficult to overcome. 

- Concept Explanation:
The hemlet is fit with 2 small refillable 
oxygen tank that is good for less than 5 
mins of use. The mask has a one way valve 
that only allows air to breathe out but not 
letting the water to come in. This helps Diana 
to focus on her paddling and the flow of 
river without getting any discomfort.

IM OK!
But I Lost my kayak 
and paddles!

One way valve oxygen mask to 
prevent water comes into the 
nose, and provide maximum of 5 
mins oxygen under water

Communication capability to 
connect the allies when in danger





Visual Brand Language



Continuous pattern

Pattern:
Vera’s visual brand language according to its logo type design 
as well as the website design, there are surprisingly amount of  
continuous geometric patterns. For the pattern and texture, I took 
the inspiration from Vera to its customers and also giving visually 3 
dimensional impact.



Breathing solution

Oxygen mask: 
Vera’s integration in emergency oxygen mask doesn’t function 
like any other oxygen mask in the market. Taking the inspiration 
from respirators, with dual one way valve design, it is allowing the 
mask to eliminate splashing water goes into the users body through 
breathing, while keeping the user to breath just like normal



Integrated Armor

Armor:
Integrating armor padding to improve comfort, enhance body 
position and form in order to encourage the user to challenge and 
achieving goals. We want to give the best protection but also make 
our customers look great.



Color Selection

Accroding to Vera’s design, vera has majority of the colors 
in cool tone, mainly relate to blue color. However, a few of 
the options are yellow, and since Vera is making a shift in its 
product line, the product is chosen in yellow accent color.



Typeface Headings Questa Grande (Bold)
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo 
Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Questa Grande (Medium)
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo 
Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Subheading

Futura (Book)

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu 
Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Body



Design Finalization



Salus



m–•–?rƒ·“§

-Location for external battery 
powering remote 
communication device

-Slim profile with seamless 
surface transition

-Allowing water pass through
- Adding filter net

-Maximum ventilation for 
summer water sport
-Ducktail design preventing 
great amount of water goes 
into the helmet

-Allows water flows down 
effectively and not trapped 
on top of the helmet

Helmet Base Form Development



Mask Form Development



Rotating knob for storing

Soft touch feel mesh
Soft touch friendly 

Vera logo location, sport 
inspiring and great recognition



Exhaust vents

Extendable length to match 
different facial measurment



mask into the helmet



Rotate the knob to 
extend or retract



Silicone sealed mask



Visual render of the mask 
folding into the helmet

Replaceable oxygen tank 

Press the release button to 
remove the O2 tank safely





Iris





Ideations



Life Jacket Finalization



Air bag on the shoulders

Dual layer, water proof mesh
Reinforced back plate for 
impact absorption

Location for airbag’s 
air reservior

Slim design, enhance body position 
and human body form



Padding to absorb impacts

Manually pumping air here

Replacable CO2 tank

Pull the wire to inflat



The location of the wire matches 
the ergonomic of human body, 
easy to reach and make sure it 
is easy to apply force.



Government regulation required 

Airbag made of air sealed kevlar
to increase durability.

labeling on the air bag





Visual appearance of airbag deployment



Marketing Campaign



We are here to protect 
your motivation.

Sales inquiries: sales@vera.com
Press inquiries: press@vera.com
Phone (Main): 650-352-8884
Toll Free: 844-GET-VERA
Fax: 650-433-5500
Visit the Help Center for product support

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
1891 Page Mill Road, Suite 100, Palo Alto, CA 94304





Protect your motivation

Salus & Iris
The first collaboration of Poc and Giro, 
producing the world class outdoor 
protective products.

Do you know that drowning fatality is the 5th leading 
cause of accidental death in the U.S.? 

https://www.vera.com/
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Glossary
- A one way breather valve allowing exhaust air to go out, and not allowing air & water to go in.
- D3O impact absorber is a perfect material for absorbing shocks, protection the users from trapping into river swrils and can potentially hit the rocks.
- More people are aware of self image in front of other people, therefore, current life jacket and helmet design is not fulfilling user’s beauty preference.
- The idea of applying impact absorbing paddings to the life jacket is an inspiration of motorcycle armors.
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